
Board of Trustees Meeting, November 16, 2021, 6:30 P.M. 

Board members in attendance: Paul Wilson, Samantha Visco, Susan Cox, Lisa 

Hagen, Ann Helms, Susan McClelland, Ben Baxter, Tawanna Allen 

Board members absent: Kurt Merkle 

Staff in attendance: Jay Leach, Eve Stevens, Alesia Hutto 

Call to Order 

● Chalice Lighting Words (Susan M) 

● Vision Statement, Mission Statement and Leadership Covenant Readings 

Check In 

Eyes and Ears 

 Kudos offered for transition to services with some in-person attendance. 

Approval of minutes from October BOT meeting: Unanimously approved. 

Coordinating team reports 

 Alesia reported that the sexton’s position is proving hard to fill, with the people we had 

hoped to hire not being available. She is now considering splitting the cleaning and 

maintenance work, which would mean continuing with our current cleaning service and hoping 

to sign on someone willing to do part-time maintenance work. Jay noted that we may also hire 

someone just to do cleaning and set-up before Sunday services. 

 Jay said he’s encouraged that new members are continuing to find us and connect even 

during the pandemic disruption of in-person events. 



Jay reported that Mecklenburg County remains in the high risk COVID-19 category and 

metrics are ticking up, so it’s unlikely we’ll expand our in-person presence in Sunday services 

before the new year. CYRE classes will continue to meet outside, with kids bundled up as 

needed. 

 Jay also voiced appreciation for our technology team. He said Barry Ahrendt is bringing 

his television expertise to help us stream services better, and said a new team of AV volunteers 

is being trained. 

 Paul asked about the Intersectional Justice Team’s work on revising its guiding 

principles. Jay said a draft will be shared next month with people who have been involved with 

the engagement and will come to the rest of us soon after that. 

 Tawana voiced appreciation for Kelly Green’s community organizing report and the work 

that Kelly and Manny Allen are doing with UUs of Color. 

 Jay and Eve noted that we’ll hold a discussion about the proposed UU Eighth Principle, 

based on earlier discussion with Paul and Ann. They noted it has been controversial nationwide 

and in our congregation. 

Message to the congregation 

 Each person took a turn offering thoughts  and suggestions on the draft prepared by 

Paul, Susan M, Sam and Ann. Reaction was positive. Staff said they feel affirmed and inspired.  

 Ben suggested incorporating an explicit call to the congregation to do their part to make 

this work. The group agreed it can’t be presented as something to be passively received. Paul 

agreed to work on some minor wording suggestions and incorporate a call to the community. 

 There was some discussion of how to present this to the congregation. The board 

agreed this won’t require the kind of extended engagement and group drafting that the Call to 



Action included. Instead, we’ll present it as a board call and engage people in discussing what it 

means for all of us. 

 Goal is to have it ready for approval in December and release it in January. 

December meeting 

 The group agreed to stick with Dec. 21 as the meeting date. 

New business 

 Eve described the upcoming “Trunksgiving” event on Nov. 21 and invited the board to 

have a coffee station there. 

Adjourned. 


